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July 18, 2022 

Via Electronic Email 

 

Martin Zerwitz, Crypto Assets and Cyber Unit 
Division of Enforcement, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20549-5949 
Phone (202) 551-4566, Email: ZerwitzM@sec.gov 
 

CC: 
Christopher M. Bruckmann, Division of Enforcement, bruckmannc@sec.gov 
Christopher Carney, Division of Enforcement, CarneyC@sec.gov 
Michael Baker, Division of Enforcement, BakerMic@sec.gov 
Justin Dobbie, Division of Corporation Finance, dobbiej@sec.gov 
 
Re: In the Matter of American CryptoFed, AP File No. 3-20650:  
Motion to Request for the Correction of the SEC Press Release on Form 10 
 

 

Dear Mr. Zerwitz, 

 

Thank you for your following response offering meeting for discussion.  

 

We are available to discuss tomorrow afternoon between 2 and 4 pm or on Wednesday 
between 1 and 3 pm eastern time. 

 

In your July 14, 2022 response to me, you stated the following: 

 

We reiterate our position that the ongoing administrative proceeding is not the proper 
forum in which to file a motion asking the Commission to change a quote in its November 10, 
2021 press release. We therefore do not consent to you filing a motion in the AP asking for 
permission to file such as motion. 

 

In my July 15, 2022 letter in reply, I asked you the following: 

 

Mr. Zerwitz, can you provide us with a better forum given that you reiterated that the 
ongoing administrative proceeding is not the proper forum? 

Ms. Littman’s quote in the SEC Press Release is not only untrue, but also the opposite of 
American CryptoFed’s give-away business model described in the CryptoFed’s Form 10. Ms. 
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Littman’s quote is so misleading and material that it has been causing fundamental damage, 
which is very difficult to repair. 

Our purpose is to correct Ms. Littman’s quote, not to file a motion. I am open to your 
suggestion as to which forum we should use to correct Ms. Littman’s quote, but the correction 
must be done. 

 
Rather than having a meeting for discussion, can you provide us in writing with a better 

forum to correct Ms. Littman’s untrue quote given that you reiterated that the ongoing 

administrative proceeding is not the proper forum? 

We need a clear guidance in writing to submit our request for correcting the SEC Press 

Release. An oral discussion meeting as you have suggested may cause misunderstanding, 

especially under the condition that we would not have a record on our side for repeated review. 

Also, a guidance provided in writing from you can be easily used as evidence as needed in the 

future.  

I look forward to your written response. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

/s/ Scott Moeller  
Scott Moeller, President, American CryptoFed DAO 
scott.moeller@americancryptofed.org 
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